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 I've been using Renoise and is great but I am looking for something that I could start using this weekend. I heard great things
about instant freaks online player but is it supported in Linux. I'm interested in the fission sound library online player (nch

wavepad sound editor masters edi) and instant freaks are they compatible with each other. Can instant freaks play in addition to
Renoise on the same device or can I do it from the Renoise player. I'm having a little trouble using instant freaks online player

since it has an offline tutorial on the Instant Freaks site but it's not very good. I can't get the dpad to respond at all and the list of
sounds is a mess. If anyone could help that would be great. Here is a screen cap of the tutorial that's currently in use. The first
time I used it I couldn't get the dpad to work at all. The next time I tried I could get it to do one of the lower levels but nothing

higher. Here is the tutorial in it's current state. Here's a screen shot. I am trying to create a simple percussion track with the
drum kit from the game Rock Band with four kick drums. I can get the first kick to work the second kick doesn't work and the
third kick has the same issues as the first two kicks. I'm trying to recreate the sound of the drums in Rock Band 2 using Instant

Freaks online player. The audio files that I am using are hosted on the Instant Freaks site. I had to download the files to use
them so far in the game I can only get one drum to work. I could always use a real Drum Kit but I don't want to have to go buy
one. I also tried to use the drum kit from the game Rock Band with the top level drum set. The only thing I can get to work is
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the kick drum from that level of the drum kit. The other drums don't work. I'm trying to find a drum set that's compatible with
Instant Freaks online player for free since I don't have an XBox. I'm sorry I didn't realize this would be such a big task for

someone with my skillset to accomplish. Hopefully someone will be able to help me. I'm a fairly good Linux user but I haven't
had much experience with much other programs like Renoise. I've had a very hard time finding a set of drums 82157476af
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